NOTE:
400' Surface Rights Reservation around all Lakes and Rivers.
Township closed to staking effective May 8/78,
Section 58(f) of the Mining Act.

SURFACE and MINING RIGHTS
of ALL CROWN LANDS
WITHDRAWN from STAKING
ORDER No W1/82 NOV 8/82
Township Closed to Staking
Effective Nov. 5, 1982,
Section 36(a) The Mining Act.

NOTE
400' Surface Rights Reservation
around all Lakes and Rivers.

Scale: 40 Chains = 1 Inch

TOWNSHIP CLOSED TO STAKING
EFFECTIVE MAY 6, 1978
SECTION 36(a) THE MINING ACT
NOTE
400' Surface Rights Reservation around all Lakes and Rivers.

Scale: 40 Chains = 11 inch.
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